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(1) If every set in .%~ is a subset of a* and the empty word belongs to one of them, 
then /(L,r One consequence is that/(L) is always principal for L _C a*. 
(2) On the other hand, there is a language L C_ a'b* such that/(L) is not principal. 
(3) There are subsets J and K of a* such that/( J )  n / (K )  is not principal. 
Basic notation, terminology, and theory for abstract families of languages (AFLs) 
is found in [2]. There are two important deviations: we use "e" rather than "~" to 
denote the empty word, and use "transducer" to mean "a-transducer" throughout. 
We assume that all alphabets allowed are finite subsets of some one denumerable 
alphabet. 
An AFL  is principal if it is generated by a single language, that is, if it is/({L}) 
for some languageL. A full AFL is full-principal if it is/({L}) for someL. It is customary 
to omit the squiggly brackets from "/({L})" and ')d({L})". Principal and full-principal 
AFLs were studied in [3]. 
Let "P (X)"  denote the set of subsets of X. Theorem 1.1 shows that if A a _C P(a*) 
and e belongs to some language in ~ then/(.L~ o) =/ (d~) .  The proof rests on a lemma 
which shows how the yield of a transducer applied to a subset of a* can always be 
obtained (to within {e}) by an e-free transducer applied to the same set. It follows from 
this theorem thatyd(L) must be principal when L _C a*. 
Ginsburg had asked (i) whether every full-principal AFL is principal and (ii) 
whether principality of AFLs is preserved by finite intersection. The theorems of 
Section 2 answer both these questions in the negative. Theorem 2.1 exhibits a language 
L C_ a'b* such that / (L )  is not principal. The proof depends on a lemma establishing 
that no principal AFL  both contains every recursive subset of a* and contains only 
recursive sets. The full AFL generated by L is shown to have both these properties. 
Theorem 2.2 exploits the same lemma, showing that the AFL / ( ] )n / (K )  is not 
principal for certain subsets ] and K of a*. 
* This research was supported in part by System Development Corporation's Independent 
Research Program, under U.S. Air Force Contract F1962870C0023 and Grant No. AF/AFOSR/ 
1203/67A. An earlier version of this paper appeared as [8]. 
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1. Much as in [2], a transducer M is a 6-tuple (K, S, A, A, P0, F), where K 
is the finite set of states, P0 E K the start state, F_C K the set of accepting states, 
Z" and A the finite input and output alphabets, and A the output (cum-next-state) 
function. We can construe A as a finite subset of K X 27" X K X A*; if 
(p, u, q, v) ~ A, then M, when in state p with ux as upcoming input, can expend u, 
enter state q, and yield output v. If  A has no quadruples with e as last coordinate, then 
M is e-free. By an M-derivation we mean a finite sequence of quadruples from A of 
form (Po , ul , Pl , vl)(px , u~ , P2 , v2) "'" (P~-~ , un , p,~ , v~), where n ~ 1 andp~ ~F.  
We can say that M obtains v 1 --" v~ from u 1 --" u~ by the derivation; M(ul  "'" u~) 
consists of just the words v~ "" v~ that are so obtainable. 
That much is mainly standard. Now we will call T an e-loop of the transducer M 
if T is a finite sequence of quadruples from M's  output function of form 
(P l ,  u~, p~, e) "'" (P~- I ,  U~_l, p~,  e)(pn, u , ,  p t ,  e) with n ~> 1, p~ :# pj for i :# j ,  
and u 1 "" un ~ a +. (If n =- 1, T is (p~, u~, P l ,  e).) The state Pl is called the T-state. 
A state p is an e-state of M i fp  is the T-state for some e-loop T of M (or equivalently, 
i fp  occurs in one of M 's  e-loops). Obviously, a transducer has only a finite number of 
e-loops. 
We cite these trivial facts about transducers: 
(0) I f  L 4 :6  and R is a regular set, there is an e-free transducer M such that 
M(L)  =- R --  {e}. I f  N1 and N~ are e-free transducers, then there is an e-free transducer 
N such that, for any language L, N(L)  = NI(L  ) t_) Na(L). 
Only a little less trivial is 
(1) I f  N is a transducer without e-loops, there is an e-free transducer N 1 such that 
i fL  _C a*, then N(L)  - -  {e} = N~(L). 1 
Proof. Let N, a transducer without e-loops, have output function A and start 
state P0 9 We construct N 1 so that it differs from N only in its output function A1 9 
Let A = {(Pl,  u, p~)/A contains quadruples (Px, u~, P2, e), (P2, u2, P3, e),..., (Pn-1, 
u ,~_x,p. ,e)  such that n~2,  p i~p j  for i@j ,  and u-- - -u 1 . . .us_ l ) .  Since A is 
finite, so is A. Let B = {(q, u'u, p', v)/(3p)((p, u, p') a A & v ~= e & (q, u', p, v) ~ A)}; 
let C = {(Po, uu', q, v)/(3p')((p o , u, p') ~ A & v =/= e & (p', u', q, v) ~ A)}; let D = 
{(p0, uu'w, q, v)/(3p')(3q')((po, u, p') e A & (q', w, q) ~ A a v ~ e a (p', u', q', v) ~ a)}. 
Clearly, B, C, and D are finite. Take A 1 ---- (A u B ~3 C u D) - -  {(p, u, q, v)/v = e}. 
That N 1 is as desired is easily verified. 
For transducer M with output function A we will let M -~ be the transducer exactly 
like M except for having output function A - -  {(p, u, q, v)/q ~ Q}. 
x A more general form of (1), lacking restriction on L, would have been forthcoming had we 
softened 'ul "'" un c a +' in the definition of 'e-loop' to 'ul "'" un @ e'. In fact the given construc- 
tion of N1 serves that more general form of (1) as well as ours. 
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(2) I fL  C a* and Q is a subset of the set of e-states of the transducer M, then there 
is a regular set R such that M(L) = M-O(L) u R. 
Proof. Let M be a transducer and L C a*. We argue by induction on the size 
of Q. If Q = q~ then M -o = M, so that R may be taken as ~. Suppose that P has 
n + 1 (~1)  elements, each an e-state of M, and that (2) holds for allQ with n elements. 
Let P le  P and P '  = P --  {Pl}. P '  has n elements, each an e-state of M, so by 
inductive hypothesis there is a regular set R such that M(L) == M-P'(L) u R. We 
will show (i) there is a regular set S such that M-P'(L) C M-P(L) u S C_ M(L). This 
will suffice to establish (2). For it implies that M(L) = M-P'(L) t_) R C_C_ (M-P(L) u S) 
u R C M(L) U R = M(L); hence that M(L) = M-e(L) t.) (S t.) R) for the regular 
set S u R. 
Suppose that M = (K, 27, A, A, P0, F). For each p e K, we let p '  be a "primed" 
state which we assume not to belong to K. So P0' is the result of "priming" Po, etc. 
Let M a = (/s Z', A, A1, Po', F), where K 1 = K u {p'/p ~ 1s and 
Ax = {(P', u, q', v)/(p, u, q, v) ~ A & q ~ pl} u {(p', u, p~ , v)/(p, u, px , v) ~ A} w A. 
Then D 1 is an Ml-derivation if and only if there is an M-derivation D such that Pl 
occurs as third coordinate of some quadruple in D, and D I results from D by "priming" 
all occurrences of states that precede the first such occurrence ofp~ in D. Notice that 
Pa occurs as a third coordinate in every Ml-derivation. For any u and v, v E Ml(u ) 
if and only if M obtains v from u by a derivation in which Pl occurs as a third coor- 
dinate. So Ml(U ) _C M(u) for all words u, and in particular MI(L) C M(L). 
Now clearly, for any Q, an M-O-derivation is an M-derivation. I f  M -P' obtains v 
from u by a derivation with Pl as a third coordinate, then M does so also; so then 
v ~ Ml(U ). On the other hand, if M -e' obtains v from u by a derivation D in which Pl 
does not occur as a third coordinate, then D is an M-e-derivation, so that v ~ M-P(u). 
So for all words u and v, v~M-P'(u)=~ v~Ml(u ) v v EM-e(u); in particular, 
M-e'(L) C_ M-P(L) U MI(L ). Now since M-P(L) C_ M(L), M-P(L) u Ma(L ) _C M(L). 
Thus M-P'(L) C M-P(L) u MI(L) __C M(L). We complete the proof of (i), and so of (2), 
by showing that MI(L ) is regular. 
Since Pl is an e-state of M, there is an e-loop T of M for which Px is the T-state. We 
can let T be exactly as in the definition of "'e-loop" above. Then u~ ".. u, = a k with 
k > 0. Notice that T is an e-loop of M1, since A C )~1 " We define a transducer Ma 
such that v ~ Ma(u) if and only if M 1 obtains v from u by a derivation in which T 
does not occur. For 2 ~ i ~ n we let p~* be a new state which does not belong to 
K 1. Let M~=(K s ,Z ' ,A,As,po' ,F , ) ,  where K s =K aU{p i* /2~<i~<n} and 
F 2=FU {Pi*/Pi~F}. Now we define A S. I f  n = 1, A 2 = A 1 --  {(P l ,  Ul ,  
el ,  e)}. 
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If n> 1, 
A2 = (A1 - -  {(P l ,  Ul, P2, e)}) k) {(P l ,  Ul, P2*, e)} 
u {(p,*, u, ,  p*+,, e)12 ~ i <~ n - -  1) 
U {(pi*, u, q, v)/(p i , u, q, v) is in A x but does not occur in T}. 
For n = 1, M 2 simply "disallows" T. For n > 1, 21//2 "marks" what could be 
beginnings of T, "maintains the marking" as long as T is paralleled, and provides 
parallels for whatever M 1 would allow except completions of T. It is easily seen that 
M 2 is as desired. 
With any Ml-derivation D, we can associate the unique M2-derivation ~(D) which 
results from D by deleting all occurrences of T in D and starring certain occurrences 
of states. (No Ml-derivation can consist entirely of occurrences of T, since Po' =# PI .) 
I f  D has m >~ 0 occurrences of T and M x obtains v from a n by D, then M 2 obtains v 
from a ~-'~k by ~(D). And as was true of M1, every M2-derivation has Pl as a third 
coordinate. 
We claim that MI(L ) = M2({ar-mk/a r E L, m >/0}). Suppose v E MI(L ). Then for 
some r >~ 0, a r ~L and there is an Ma-derivation D by which M 1 obtains v from aL 
Say that D has m occurrences of T. Then by e(D) M 2 obtains v from a r-m~, so that 
v ~ Ms({ar-mk/a r EL, m >/0}). If  v ~ Ms(a r-ink) with a r EL and m /> 0, then there is 
an Ms-derivation D' by which M s obtains v from a r-ink. And D' has an occurrence of 
Pl as a third coordinate. Now if we delete all stars from occurrences of states in D' 
and insert m occurrences of T after some quadruple whose third coordinate is P l ,  
we obtain an Ml-derivation D with m occurrences of T. D' = ~(D); so by D, M 1 
obtains v from a (r-'~k)+'~k = a r. But then v E MI(L ). 
Let g = {a .... l~/ar cL ,  m ~ 0}. For 0 ~ i < k, set L i = U ~ {aJ/j = i(mod k)}. 
If {t /a~EL&t  i(modk)} is finite, so is L~; while if it is infinite, then 
k--1 
Li = {at/t --= i(mod k)}. In either case, Li is regular. Hence so is U = {,)i=0 Lz, and so 
is Ms(U) = MI(L ). 
LEMMA. I f  L C_ a* and M is a transducer, then there is an e-free transducer N such 
that N(L) = M(L)  -- {e}. Further, i f  every one of M's  states is an e-state of M, then 
M(L) is regular. 
Proof. Let M be a transducer and L _C a*. If L = ~b, the Lemma is trivial; so we 
assumeL 4= 4. Let Q be the set of e-states of M. By (2), M(L) = M-~ u R for some 
regular set R. If every state of M is an e-state, then M -~ has empty output function 
and M-O(L) = 4. So in this case M(L) = R, verifying the Lemma's second claim. 
Returning to the general case, it is clear that M -o has no e-loops. So by (1), there is 
an e-free transducer N 1 such that M-O(L) -- {e} ---- NI(L ). It follows that M(L)  --  {e} = 
571/5/3-8 * 
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NI(L ) w (R - -  {e}). Now since L ~ r and R is regular, we know from (0) that there is 
an e-free transducer N~ such that N2(L ) = R -- {e}. Thus M(L) -- {e} = NI(L) wN2(L). 
The first claim of the Lemma now follows from the second claim of (0). 
We will say that a language L is safe if for every transducer M there is an e-free 
transducer N such that N(L) = M(L) -- {e}. 
(3) I f  &~' is a family of safe languages and e belongs to one of them, then 
Proof. We use several facts from [2]. "/e(S~)_CJ(LP)" is always true. Let s be as 
in the hypothesis9 Then {e} ef(LP) and f(&a) is closed under e-free transduction, L), 
9 , and *. For L s LP and transducer M, M(L) -  {e} = N(L) for some e-free N, 
whence M(L)e/ ' (5~ But j (La)  is the closure of {M(L)/M is a transducer &L es 
under L J , . ,  and *, so / (~)  C/(~e). 
THEOREM 1.1. I f  5r and e belongs to some 
Proof. By the Lemma and (3). 
A l-letter AFL  is an AFL that is f(s for some ~e _ P(a*). 
language in ~,  then 
COROLLARY l. Every l-letter AFL  containing {e} is full. 
Proof. I f  {e} belongs to/e(~),  then some language in s contains e. 
COROLLARY 2. I f  Z C a* then / (L )  is principal. 
Proof. IfL C_ a* then/(Z) =/ (Z  u (e}) =/ r  w (e}). 
There are somewhat more general applications of (3) than Theorem 1.1. From the 
safety of the subsets of a* assured by the Lemma, it is a trivial step to the safety of the 
subsets of w* for each word w. So, as Ginsburg was first to point out, we can generalize 
Theorem 1.l by putting "w*" for "a*"  with "w" ranging over words. Also, 
(4) I f  L 1 .... , L ,  are safe languages and R 1 ,..., R,  are pairwise disjoint regular sets 
n 
such that L~ C R~ for 1 ~< i ~ n, then L = Ui=i Li is safe. 
Proof. By safety, if M is a transducer, then for each i there is an e-free Ni such that 
M(L~) -- {e} = Ni(L~). By disjointness of the R, ,  there is an e-free transducer N 
such that, for any word w and any i, w ~ Ri ~ N(w) = N,(w). Then using the 
'~ M ~ " L inclusions, M(L) -- {e} = O~=~((L~) -- {e}) = U,=~ N~(L,) = U,=I N(~)  : N(L). 
GENERALIZED THEOREM 1.1. I f  e belongs to some language in ~ and if, for every 
9 n (L )  
L ~ ~,  there are words w 1 ,..., w,(L ) such thatL C U,=I w,*, thenf(.Le) =/(&a) .  
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Proof. By (3), it suffices to show that each L of the kind described is safe. For any 
word w, let B(w) be the shortest word u such that w E u +. Clearly, w + C (B(w))+ for 
any word w. From elementary results recorded in [1] it follows that for any words 
n 
wl and w2, either B(wl) = B(w2) or (B(wl))+ t~ (B(w2)) + = ~. Suppose L C I Ji= 1 wi*. 
Then {(B(w~))+/1 <~ i ~ n} u {{e}} is a finite collection {R 1 .... , R,~} of pairwise disjoint 
m 
regular sets andL _C_ Ui=l Ri .  For 1 ~ i ~ m, Ri is w + for some word w, whence every 
,n L subset of Ri is safe. Then (4) guarantees safety ofL  = Ui=I( u Ri). 
2. Let REC be the family of all recursive sets of words over finite alphabets; 
let REC~ = REC c~ P(a*). Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 rely on the following lemma: 
LEMMA. No AFL ~ such that RECa _C ~o _C_ REC is principal. 
Proof. Suppose that 5r is such an AFL and that s = f(L)  for some language L. 
L ~ s so L is recursive. Since {e} e cp, it follows from [2] that ~r is the closure of 
{M(L)/M is an e-free transducer} under k3,., and *. From an algorithm for member- 
ship in L we can effectively find an algorithm for membership in M(L) for any e-free 
transducer M; and from algorithms for X and Y we can effectively find algorithms 
for X u Y, X " Y, and X*. So starting from an algorithm forL alone, we can enumerate 
all the sets in oW and give an algorithm for each. More particularly, we can enumerate 
all the sets in REC, and give an algorithm for each. But this is known to be impossible, 
since it would allow construction of a "diagonal set" - -a  recursive subset of a* 
differing from every set in RECa.  This proves the Lemma. 
Let u be the mapping defined by u(m, n) = 2 ~ + n2 ~+1. Then u is a bijection from 
the pairs of natural numbers to the positive integers, since every positive x can be 
expressed as 2 m q- n2 ~+l in exactly one way. For x>~ 1, let s(x) and t(x) be the inverse 
functions under which s(u(m, n)) ~ m and t(u(m, n)) = n. Thus for every x >~ 1, 
x = 2 ~(*) q- t(x) 2s(x)+l; s(x) is the largest y such that 2 u divides x, and 
t(x) = (x -- 2'(~))/2 s~*~+x. 
(s(x) is often denoted by "(x)0". ) We use the mapping u in both of the theorems below. 
For Theorem 2.1 we will need these two properties of the function s: 
(1) I f  s(x) < s(y) then s(x + y) = s(x). 
Proof. I f  s(x) < s(y), then x + y = 2~tx)(1 + 2t(x) + 2 s(u)-s(x) + t(y) 2s(Y)-~(~)+l), 
the product of 2 *(~) with an odd number. 
(2) I f  s(x)=s(y),  then for every i~s (x ) ,  K i={k~O/s (x+ky)  =i} is 
infinite. 
Proof. Suppose i ~ s(x)= s(y). The numbers 2 t (y )+1 and 2 i-~(x)+1 are 
relatively prime. Therefore, by number theory, for any integer c there is a number 
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k /> 0 such that k(2t(y) + 1) ~ c(mod 2i-~(~l+t). Take c = 2 i-"(~) -- 2t(x) -- 1. 
Then we have k such that k(2t (y )+ 1)+ 2t (x )+ 1 ~ 2i-*l~)(mod 2i-sr It 
follows that s(k(2t(y) + 1) + 2t(x) + 1) = i -- s(x). But 
x + ky = 2 *l~) + t(x) 2 "r + k2 "l~) + kt(y) 2 "c~)+1 
= 2"c~(k(Zt(y) + 1) + 2t(x) + 1). 
Since s(mn) = s(m) + s(n), s(x + ky) = s(x) + (i -- s(x)) = i. This affirms that 
k e K i . It is easily seen that i fp  E Ki so isp + 2 i+I (in fact, so isp + 2 i-sCx)+l, though 
this is more cumbersome to verify). Therefore Ki is infinite. 
THEOREM 2.1. There is a language L C a'b* such that / (L )  is not principal. 
Proof. By index we mean index of a recursively enumerable (r.e.) set, as in [5] 
or [7]. From an elementary result ([7], p. 73, ex. 5-6) we know that there is a singulary 
recursive function f such that (i) every number in the range of f is an index of a 
recursive set and (ii) every recursive set of integers has an index in the range of f. 
So in [7]'s notation, Wl(o), Wt(1) .... is an enumeration of all recursive sets of integers, 
and REC~ = {{a~/p e W1(i)}/i ~ 0}. Using the notation of [5], set 
L = {a~(m'")b~/(3x)x<<, Ta(f(m), p, x)}. 
In the more informal spirit of [7], L is {a~O"."~bv[p is shown to belong to Wt(m) in at 
most n "steps of computation"}. By the Lemma, it will suffice for Theorem 2.1's 
proof to show that REC, _C/(L) C REC. 
Recall that / (L )  is the closure of {M(L)/M is a transducer} under u , . ,  and *. In 
particular, M(L) ~/(L)  for every transducer M. 
REC, C/ (L) :  We need to show that for every i, {aP/p e Win) } e / (L ) .  Given i, 
there is a (deterministic) transducer M i that operates as follows on input words from 
a'b* : M~ achieves an accepting state for input aJb ~ if and only if s(j) =- i, that is, if 
and only if j is divisible by 2 ~ but not by 2/+x; its (sole) output for input aJbV is a ~. 
Then 
Mi(L ) = {a~/(3q)(s(q) = i & aqb ~ eL)} -- {a~/(3n)(a u".") b~ eL} 
= {a~/(3n)(]x)x<, Tl( f ( i  ), p, x)} -=-- {aP/(3x) T l ( f ( i  ), p, x)} = {a~/p e Wt(i) }. 
/ ( L )  C REC: Since reeursiveness is preserved by u ,  -, and *, it will suffice to show 
that M(L) is recursive for every transducer M. So let M be any transducer. For any 
word w, w e M(L)<z. M-l(w) n L :/: ~. We can find a transducer N such that, for 
any word w, N(w) = {x/x ~ a'b* & w ~ M(x)} = M-l(w) C~ a'b* (see p. 96, ex. 5 
of [1]). Then w ~ M(L) ~ N(w) n L v~ ~. We complete the proof by showing that 
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there is a finite fund of information on the basis of which we can determine, for any 
word w, whether or not N(w) n L 4: r This shows recursiveness of M(L). 
For X C_ a'b*, let ~-(X) = {(p, q)/aPb q E X}. Let z be the maximum length of output 
that N can give while expending no input and going through a cycle of states 
Pl ,..., Pk, Pl( k ~ 1) such that P iv  ~ P~ for i v6 j. Let w be any word over N 's  input 
alphabet. N(w) is regular; so according to [4], we can express r(N(w)) as a finite union 
of linear sets each of whose periods has just one nonzero coordinate. It can be estab- 
lished by straightforward argument 2 that the linear sets in the union can be so chosen 
that none has a period with a coordinate xceeding z. We assume them to have been 
so chosen. 
Now it is easily shown that any linear set with periods (ql, 0),..., (qm, 0), 
(0, rl),..., (0, r~) can be expressed as a finite union of linear sets each of which has at 
most two periods--at most one of form (q, 0), where q ~ max{q/), at most one of form 
(0, r), where r ~ max{ri},--and no others. Applying this to each of the linear sets 
into which T(N(w)) has been decomposed, we find that T(N(w)) can be expressed as a 
finite union of linear setsLi(w) such that eachLi(w) has exactly the periods (q(i), 0) and 
(0, r(i)), where 0 ~ q(i) ~ z and 0 ~ r(i) ~ z. Then N(w) r L :~ r if and only if 
z(L) intersects at least one of these Li(w). 
Take z' = max{s(i)/i ~ z}. Recall that z depended only on N, which depended 
only on M. Thus z and z' are computable from M alone. Now for our "finite fund of 
information" we want 
(A) An algorithm for each of the recursive sets Wl(i) such that i < z'; 
(B) For each i < z', k ~ z, and j < k, the cardinality of the set 
{n/n ~ W,t,) & n ~ j(mod k)}. 
Notice that from this information we are able to tell, for any set X listed under (B) 
and any number d, whether or not X has a member )d .  What we now show is that 
(A) and (B) allow us to determine, for any linear set K whose periods are (q, 0) and 
(0, r) with both q and r between 0 and z inclusive, whether or not r(L) intersects K. 
Then (A) and (B) will allow us to decide, for any word w, whether or not r(L) inter- 
sects one of theLi(w); hence whether or not N(w) c~L ~ r 
So let (q, 0) and (0, r) be the periods of K, 0 ~ q ~ z, 0 ~ r ~ z; let K have 
constant (c, d). Then K = R • S, where R = {c + kq/k ~ 0} and S ~ {d -+- kr/k ~ 0}. 
2 The argument resembles one used for (2) of Section 1, and it obviates appeal to [4]. Consider 
the finitely many words that N can obtain from w by way of derivations free of "cycles" of the 
kind just mentioned (and, if w = e, by derivations consisting of one such cycle and nothing 
more). Any other words in N(w) can be obtained through "insertion" of cycles in such deriva- 
tions. Clearly, the number of such cycles is finite. The former finite stock provides the constants 
for the linear sets, the insertible cycles the corresponding periods. 
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There are three cases. 
Case 1. q = 0. Then R ~- {c}. r(L) intersects K if and only if 
(3y)(y 9 S & (3x)~<~t(~) Tl(f(s(c)), y, x)). 
Now even without (A) and (B) this is decidable, turning only on whether or not t(c) 
"steps of computation" show some number expressible as d + kr to belong to WI(~(e) ) .
Case 2. 0 < q ~ z & s(c) < s(q). It follows from (1) that s(x) ~-- s(c) for every 
x 9 R. Since R is infinite, {(s(x), t(x))/x 9 R} = {s(c)} • g for some infinite set U. 
r(L) intersects K if and only if (3v)(3y)(v 9 U&yeS&(3x) ,<_ ,  T~(f(s(c)),y, x)), 
which is to say if and only if (3y)(y 9 S & (3x) Tl(f(s(c)) , y, x)), that is, if and only if 
S n W1(~(c) ) 4= ~. This last holds if and only if (~k)(k >/0 & d + kr 9 Wm(~))). 
Now since q <~ z, it follows that s(c) < s(q) <~ z'. I f  r = 0 we have that r(L) intersects 
K if and only if d 9 Wf~(,)) ; that we can answer from (A) alone. I f  0 < r <~ z, we 
have that r(L) intersects K if and only if W1~d,)) has a member x >~ d such that 
x = d(mod r); that we can answer from (A) and (B) together. For where cl' is the 
remainder of d upon division by r, the question is simply whether 
{n/n 9 Ws(~(c) ) & n ~ d'(mod r)} has a member ~ d. 
Case 3. 0 < q <~ z&s(q) ~s(c).  I f  s(q) < s(c), then s(c +q)  =- s(q), by (1). 
Then by (2), for every i >7 s(q), there are infinitely many numbers k such that 
s(c + kq) = i. I f  s(q) = s(c), this is also true by (2). So for every i ~ s(q) and for 
every n, R contains some number x such that s(x) = i and t(x) > n. Hence r(L) 
intersects K if (~i)(3v)(i ~ s(q) & v 9 S & (3x) Tl(f( i  ), v, x)), that is, if some number 
in S belongs to Win) for some i ~ s(q). But every number belongs to infinitely many 
of the Win), so, in particular, every number in S fulfils the condition. Since S 4= 4, 
this assures that r(L) intersects K. The proof is complete. 
In [8], a more theory-laden language was used to verify Theorem 2.1. Write "d(A)" 
for the Turing degree of A and "O"  for the recursive degree. From results of Sacks 
and Dekker [6, 7]) it follows that there is a singulary recursive function g such that for 
all i, 0 < d(Wg~)) < d(Wo(i+l) and Wg(i) is hypersimple. Using this g and the 
functions and t from above, the earlier L was 
a+b + -- {amb~/s(m) = s(n) & (y)v< ,(m) Tl(g(s(m)), t(n), y)}. 
It was shown that there is no greatest degree among the degrees of the sets belonging 
to the full AFL  generated by this L. For every i, d(Wg(i)) is among those degrees, 
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while every one of those degrees is less than some d(W~(i) ) or other. 3On the other hand, 
the degrees of the sets in a principal AFL must have a maximum--the degree of any 
of the AFL's  generators. 
Now we show that finite intersection of AFLs does not preserve principality, even 
when the AFLs have generators that are subsets of a*. 
THEOREM 2.2. There are subsets J and K of a* such that f ( J ) c3 / (K )  is not 
principal. 
Proof. A language X is said to have r.e. complement if and only if there is some 
finite alphabet A such that X C A* and A* --  X is r.e. Clearly, if X _C Z'*, L" finite, 
then X has r.e. complement if and only if 27* -- X is r.e. 
(I) The property of having r.e. complement is preserved by u ,  ', *, and e-free 
transduction. 
For suppose R and S both have r.e. complements and that R k) S C A* for some 
finite alphabet A. For the nonce, let "X"  denote A* - -X .  So /? and ~q are 
r.e. (i) R u S =/?  n S is clearly r.e. (ii) R 9 S = {z ~ A */z = xy ~ (x ~ R v y ~ S')}. 
For each z there are only finitely many ways to express z as xy; so this is surely r.e. 
( i i i ) )?~ ~ {z6A+/z  = x 1 "" x~ with all xi ~ e ~ some xi ~R} is similarly r.e. 
(iv) If M is an e-free transducer with output alphabet 27, then 
27* - M(~)  = {w ~ 27"/M-~(~) r~ ,~* C_ ~}. 
But for e-free M, M-X(w) is finite and calculable for each word w, so that this too is 
r.e. 
Observe that {L/L has r.e. complement} is a principal AFL, though not a full AFL. 
It is an AFL by (I), while principality is established as in Example 2.4 of [3], where 
{L/L is r.e. over a finite alphabet} was shown to be a principal AFL. For let L o , L 1 .... 
be a standard enumeration of the r.e. sets included in {a 1 ..... an}* for various n, 
and let /x be the homomorphism defined by /z(a~) aftra2, n /> 1. Then 
{alma~tz(w)/w (~L,,} W {e} is a generator for the AFL. 
Let K = {aU(m.*~)/n (~ Win} k.; {e}, where u is the function defined above and Wi 
is the r.e. set with index i. Then for every m ~ 0, there is an e-free transducer Mm 
such that M,,,(K) {a~l/n > 0 & n ~ W,,}. Mm can be a deterministic transducer that 
C 3 The argument for the first claim is like that for 'RECa _/(L) above, the argument for the 
second like that for ~(L) _C REC'. In fact, the argument for the second comes down to one in 
terms of q, r, z, and the question of whether z(L) intersects K for the L of [8]. And as above, 
there turn out to be three cases: q = 0, whose "intersection question" is decidable; q, r > 0, 
where intersection is assured by hypersimplicity; and q > 0 = r, where the intersection question 
can be answered on the basis of information about membership n some of the Wg(i) , with 
a bound on such i computable from z. 
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achieves an accepting state for input a k if and only if 2% but not 2 re+t, divides k, 
gives output "a" for the first a 3t2'~ of input, and, subsequently, gives output "a" for 
each a 2'~+1 of input. Since e e K, if(K) contains {e} = {a~ therefore, since AFLs are 
closed under union, every subset of a* that has r.e. complement belongs to if(K). 
And since K itself has r.e. complement, it follows from (I) that only sets with r.e. 
complement belong to if(K). That is, 
(II) {L _C a*/L has r.e. complement} _CI(K ) _C {L/L has r.e. complement}. 
Let J = {aUtm,n~/n ~ Win} u {e}. By parallel reasoning and the well-known analog 
to (I) for r.e. sets, we have 
(II I) {L _C a*/L is r.e.} _cif(J) C_{L/L is r.e.}. 
But since a language over a finite alphabet is recursive if and only if it is r.e. with 
r.e. complement, an immediate consequence of (II) and (III) is 
REC a _ci(J) (hif(K) _C REC, 
from which the Lemma allows us to conclude that if(J) (h if(K) is not principal, a
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